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What began in 1906 as a local carpentry workshop in the heart of West
Flanders, has grown into a fully-fledged producer of Belgian furniture. 

Driven by a passion for manufacturing quality furniture, the knowledge was
passed on from generation to generation.

Today, the 4th generation makes its appearance with a new concept, Arsène.  
A nod to his great-grandfather and furniture maker Arsène Defrancq.

WHERE IT STARTED



WHERE IT'S GOING
Arsène grew out of the expertise of the existing activities in Ledegem, and
with a strong focus on contemporary design pieces. 

The first series of organic mortex tables is the starting point of this story. 

The selection of products being made is always available in different
variations, tailored to your personal wishes.

With a wealth of knowledge and experience in house, sustainable pieces are
produced that contribute to the slow furniture movement. A guarantee of
quality items that last.



Mortex is a microcement that is processed in several layers to give it a
robust finish. The pieces are given a matt finish that looks and feels
natural.

Because of this manual workmanship, each piece is unique. Slight
differences in colour or unevenness are common and make it an organic
whole. 

The handmade tables are stain resistant and easy to maintain. Strong
acids or anti-scaling products should be avoided.

MORTEX





COFFEE TABLE - MODEL 1.0 

COFFEE TABLE - MODEL 2.0 

COFFEE TABLE - MODEL 3.0 

COFFEE TABLE - MODEL 4.0 

PRICES COFFEE TABLE (incl. VAT)

100 X 66 CM € 1195
120 X 80 CM € 1395

100 X 66 CM € 1445
120 X 80 CM € 1595

DIAMETER 70CM - HEIGHT 40CM
DIAMETER 50CM - HEIGHT 36CM

€ 1945
TWO ROUND TABLES - TWO HEIGHTS

TWO OVAL TABLES - TWO HEIGHTS

100 X 55 CM - HEIGHT 40CM
80 X 44 CM - HEIGHT 36CM

€ 2445



OVAL FLAT

ROUND

OVAL

PRICES DINING TABLE (incl. VAT) 

200 X 95 CM € 2995
250 X 100 CM € 3195

120 X 120 CM € 2595
140 X 140 CM € 2895

200 X 120 CM € 2995
250 X 125 CM € 3195
300 X 130 CM € 3495

300 X 110 CM € 3495



Arsène offers a standard number of formats that can be delivered on short
notice. You are free to choose the number of legs, the right table top and
your favorite color. 

In addition, we like to think along with you what would best fit your interior.
Looking for a table that fits exactly against your kitchen island? Or would
you rather go completely out of the box? 

Arsène will  provide you with tailored advice and helps to create the ideal
interior piece for you! 





SIDE TABLE - SMALL

SIDE TABLE - LARGE

SIDE TABLE - COMBO

SIDE TABLE BOLD

€ 445

DIAMETER 40 X HEIGHT 45 CM € 345

PRICES SIDE TABLES

DIAMETER 26 X HEIGHT 38 CM € 215

DIAMETER 40 X HEIGHT 42 CM € 275





In the world of interior design, the fusion of classic elegance with
contemporary flair is a trend that never goes out of style. 

Arsène not only upholds the timeless beauty of Mortex furniture but also
invites you to explore the captivating marriage of a classic oak finish with
the modern wonder of Mortex. 

Discover how Arsène's commitment to quality and creativity yields a
unique and compelling synergy between the past and the future, a journey
where tradition and innovation coexist harmoniously

OAK



OVAL FLAT

ROUND

OVAL

PRICES OAK DINING TABLE (incl.
VAT) 

200 X 95 CM € 2695
250 X 100 CM € 2895

120 X 120 CM € 2395
140 X 140 CM € 2595

200 X 105 CM € 2795
250 X 110 CM € 2895
300 X 115 CM € 3195

300 X 110 CM € 3195

A stylish and sturdy oak tabletop paired with a mortex table leg.





You can place an order by sending an e-mail to:
info@arsenehome.com or via the website

arsenehome.com
*

You can view the tables by appointment. 
Tel: +32 474 05 32 11

*
The delivery time is 4 weeks.

*
We offer pick-up in Ledegem (8880) or delivery at

your place at €0.75/km.
*

When placing the order, 50% must be paid in
advance. The delivery period starts at the receipt of

this advance.
*

The outstanding amount must be paid upon delivery. 
*

Prices mentioned in the catalogue 2024 includes VAT
and are valid until the end of february 2024.



info@arsenehome.com 
+32 474 05 32 11


